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Abstract—Nowadays, IOT presents a lot of benefits to people and countries in many fields which in turn makes it one of the most important fields on both research and industry. Recently, NO of IOT connected things has been increased due to rapid network and communication development which in turn leads to increase amount of data exchanged especially critical data. Critical data can be military, industrial, agricultural, health and even personal data which makes IOT networks a main goal for many attacks in order to leak this critical data or even use it in order to cause catastrophic destroy for data owners. A lot of security mechanisms tried to provide a protection for both devices and things but due to devices constrained nature and IOT used protocols, a lot of them failed to provide required protection. In this paper, an introduction to IOT field, its importance and a review for IOT protocols, architectures, a lot of security and privacy challenges and a lot of solutions to that are presented.

Index Terms— IOT, IOT architectures, IOT Protocols, IOT Security, IOT Privacy, Fog Computing, Edge Computing

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IOT) is a physical network of things (ex: sensors, actuators, smart phones) which can communicate with each other in order to rapidly exchange data and communicate outside network with servers to process and store huge data. Networks in IOT have many topologies: point to point topology which each node has a direct connection to other nodes, star topology which all nodes are connected to a central point and mesh topology which all nodes can be connected to others [1].

Recently, IOT applications have been increased and invaded a lot of areas and industries [2]. Smart cities industry is one of IOT areas that make use of IOT devices in order to manage traffic, cut pollution, regulate city lights which in turn saves energy consumption and introduces smart parking. Smart agriculture and farming are another areas which regulating all activities related to agriculture such as monitoring green houses, and agricultural lands in terms of water level and temperature, humidity level measurement and automated Irrigation. Manufacturing industry is another IOT area which concerns in automating and regulating process in manufacturing. Health industry is another area that depends mainly on IOT services starting from full monitoring of patients inside and outside hospitals till automated surgeries.

The advances in IOT devices and their platforms in both hardware and software and popularity of them [3] lead to Increase number of connected devices to billions which in turn lead to emergent of many challenges, scalability, availability, synchronization, integration, privacy and security. In this paper, A review on IOT architectures, protocols in terms of security and privacy challenges is presented with a lot of solutions to that challenges.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a review on IOT architectures and protocols. Section 3 presents a lot of IOT security and privacy challenges. Section 4 discuss a lot of methodologies to overcome these security and privacy challenges. Section 5 presents concluding remarks.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

There are various researches tried to discuss IOT most important areas. Denis and jari [4] tried to review IOT in terms of security and privacy which focuses only issues on the architectural level. Hui and zou [5] tried to focus only on IOT security on architectural level with determining which algorithms needed to provide needed security. Parul and bhisham [6] focuses on IOT architectures in terms of availability, confidentiality, integrity and QOS and addressed a lot of security issues. Minhaj and khaled [7] reviewed IOT in terms of architecture and security issues and categorized issues into low, intermediate and high level security issues with a lot of recommended solutions to these issues. Anne et al [8] focused mainly on security issues on middleware layer with small survey on existing related protocols. Yu Wei et al [9] tried to compare edge computing with traditional cloud systems in order to provide security for IOT systems. Jie Lin et al [10] tried to focus only on fog computing, issues on it and its relationship with IOT. Although, these papers tried to focus on
some areas IOT but does not give the whole picture for IOT so on this paper, we reviewed all the IOT areas: architectures, Protocols, relationship between architectures and common protocols, security attacks and categorizing them according to architecture layers and defending security mechanism for these attacks which makes this paper a good starting point for any researcher interested in IOT in general and IOT security and privacy specifically.

III. IOT ARCHITECTURES AND PROTOCOLS

A. IOT Common Architectures

IOT as mentioned previously, is a network of devices that works together in order to fulfill the required tasks therefore, it needs flow of work to move data from sensors until reaching storage devices, this flow is called IOT architecture. IOT has different types of architectures [11]:

- Layered architectures consist of a set of layers, each one has a specific task to do in order to fulfill moving data from physical layer to storage devices. One of most common layered architecture is three layer architecture as shown in fig. 1A which consists of
  
  - Perception layer which is responsible for gathering required information from devices.
  
  - Network layer which is responsible for transferring data from physical layer to servers and also connect smart devices to network devices.
  
  - Application layer which is responsible for managing services and applications that users needs for ex: smart home applications.

- Another layered architecture is five layer architecture as shown in fig. 1B which consists of the same three layered architecture and in addition two other layers:

  - Transport layer which is responsible for transferring physical layer data to processing layer.

  - Processing layer which is responsible for processing and storing data transferred from transport layer, also known as middleware layer.

- Fog based architecture [12]: is a special type of layered architecture as shown in fig 2, its purpose is to import network and processing capability to IOT network via fog computing. It consists of six layers:

  - Physical and virtualization layer which is responsible for gathering data from physical and virtual devices.

  - Monitoring layer which is responsible for monitoring devices activities and resources.

  - Preprocessing layer which is responsible for data preparation, filtering and trimming which in turn lead sometimes to new data generation.

  - Temporary storage layer which is considered fog resources where preprocessed data is stored. Once data is uploaded to cloud, it is removed from temporary storage.

  - Security layer which is responsible for providing security solutions to data for ex: encryption/decryption of data, integrity and privacy.

  - Transport layer which is responsible for uploading preprocessed and secured data to the cloud.

Figure 1: Layered Architectures, A is three layer architecture, B is five tier architecture [11]
B. IOT Protocols

IOT devices will be just hardware devices without existence of working protocols that will help these devices to continue required tasks. These protocols [13] must satisfy set of requirements:

- Low power consumption due to devices constrained nature.
- High reliable.
- Provide internet connection.

The following are protocols for generic IOT architecture:

- **Physical layer**: IEEE 802.15.4 is the common protocol for that layer which supports low power devices ex sensors.

- **MAC layer**: IEEE 802.15.4E MAC which is responsible for transmitting frames through physical layer. ZigBee which is a low power, low cost and low bandwidth wireless technology and suitable for IOT application.

- **Convergence layer**: 6LowPan is a low power wireless personal area network which provides sending and receiving over IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4 based networks.

- **Transport layer**: User datagram protocol, IPv6, routing over low power (ROLL), routing protocol for low power (RPL) and datagram transport layer security (DTLS) are common protocols for that layer.

- **Application layer**: CoAP is document transfer protocol which is used in constrained devices to get value read from devices, MQTT which is an open message protocol used for machine to machine communication in form of publisher subscriber model. AMQP is advanced message queuing protocol which is used for exchanging information between applications.

The protocol stack is shown in fig. 3.

![Figure 3: The protocol stack](image)

The below are a comparison between most common IOT used protocols:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: A Comparison between IOT common Protocols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compared Key</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQTT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IPV6 Internet protocol V6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6LOW PAN</th>
<th>IPv6 over Low power wireless personal area networks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IPV6</td>
<td>Is built over IEEE 802.15.4 which used to carry data on low bandwidth wireless sensor networks which is considered to be low power which in turn enhance power consumption on devices. [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence Layer</td>
<td>Is used to carry out data on IPV6 with low cost and low power consumption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ZigBee Zonal Intercommunication Global standard

| MAC Layer | Is used to form device to device communication network with low cost |

### IV. IOT COMMON SECURITY ATTACKS

As mentioned previously, IOT nearly invaded a large sector of areas and industries which increases exchanging and storing of valuable information which as a consequences, leads to increase NO of security attacks on IOT applications and networks. IOT attacks can be categorized according to IOT layers that can be affected:

- **Physical Layer:**

  - **Node capturing attack** [19]: IOT networks consists of set of nodes connected together in order to exchange information. The attacker can gain control to one node and replace it with another malicious one. This node will appear to be part of system although it is controlled by attacker which in turn leading to information leakage and wrong information exchange.

  - **Malicious code injection** [20]: attacker tries physically to inject malicious code into existing node in order to control node, stop service or even modify the captured data.

  - **Sleep deprivation attack** [21]: attacker tries to drain the constrained node battery by running infinite loops injected by malicious code which makes it out of service.

  - **False data injection attack** [22]: after the node is captured, the attacker can inject false data into IOT system which will lead to false result which in turn will lead to wrong decisions.

  - **Eavesdropping and interference** [23]: attacker tries to eavesdrop on both wired and wireless networks in order to leak information or modify sent information which in turn lead to false result in case of modifications.

  - **Side channel attack**: a lot of side channel attacks can be more dangerous than normal attacks. Attacker makes use of processors power consumption and electromagnetic emersion in order to reveal sensitive information.

  - **Booting attacks**: while booting or restarting node, the security mechanisms are not loaded yet. The attacker makes use of that and tries to attack edge devices which can lead to full control of edge device and disabling security mechanisms from loading.

- **Network Layer:**

  - **Unauthorized access Attack** [24]: attacker tries to gain access to IOT network in order to leak important information or damage network or modify sent data. The attacker can stay inside network undetected for long period.

  - **Routing attacks**: as a result of node capturing attack or malicious code injection mentioned previously, the malicious node may try to redirect data to another paths or changes all routing paths by pretending to its neighbors that it has the shortest paths to route. An example of this attack is sinkhole attack [25] which malicious node sends fake routing information to its neighbors in order to get data routed through it.

  - **DDOS or DOS attack** [26]: the attacker tries to submit a large number of requests in order to make server with its service down. This attack can be performed from one source which termed DOS or multiple sources which termed DDOS attack.
- **Data transit attack**: the main goal of any attacker in IOT is to steal valuable data so attacker tries to steal data while it is being transferred from network to storage devices or cloud.

- **Middleware Layer:**

  - **Man in the Middle attack (MITM)** [27]: IOT uses message queuing protocols as a machine to machine communication such as Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) [28]. MQTT follows publisher subscriber model in order to provide a communication broker between publishers – sensors- and subscribers. The attacker tries to gain access to this broker in order to control sent messages which in turn helps him/her in controlling all communications which is known as MITM.

  - **SQL Injection Attack** [29]: the attacker tries to embed malicious SQL statements in order to obtain sensitive data or destroy it which in turn puts users’ privacy in danger.

  - **Cloud Malware Injection**: the attacker tries to inject a virtual machine in cloud which pretends to be a legal service. Therefore, the attacker can gain access to users’ requests as being a legal service which enable him to capture all users’ sensitive information.

  - **Flooding attack in cloud**: this attack is similar to DDOS or DOS but targets cloud. Attacker tries to drain all cloud resources by continuously submitting requests to specific service which in turn leads to a heavy load on cloud servers to satisfy these requests which can down the service for a period.

- **Application Layer:**

  - **Data Theft attack**: IOT depends mainly on exchanging and storing sensitive data which encourages attacker to try more and more in order to steal it which in turn puts users’ privacy in danger.

  - **Access control attack**: attacker tries to break authorization mechanism in order to gain access to services. This attack is very critical, once the attacker gains access, all IOT application becomes vulnerable to that attack.

  - **Service interruption attack**: attacker tries to deprive legal users from using services/applications by making network or servers too busy to respond via continuously dummy requests.

  - **Malicious Code Injection**: attacker tries to use cross scripting attacks (XSS) in order to inject malicious code via malicious scripts running. This, in case of successful attack, can lead to fully control IOT system.

  - **Reprogramming attacks**: the attacker, in case of services source codes are not protected enough, can reprogram the services to do what is needed to leak all sensitive data and even tamper it.

- **Gateways attacks:**

  - **Man in the Middle attack**: gateways is an intermediate layer between IOT network and Fog/ cloud based on architecture used. Therefore, it is highly susceptible to this attack in order to capture/tamper critical data or encryption keys.

  - **Data breaches attack**: gateways are susceptible to this type of attack as they required to decrypt and re-encrypt data in order to translate from protocol to another.

V. IOT SECURITY METHODOLOGIES

As shown previously, IOT is vulnerable to a lot of attacks that have ability to leak all sensitive data or even destroy the whole IOT network. A lot of security solutions tried hardly to protect users’ data and IOT resources but either it totally failed or succeeded in resisting set of targeted attacks:

- **Block-chain**: it is one of technologies that aims to provide security, privacy and increase level of trust. It consists of replicated log file – also called ledger-which contains set of order time-stamped entries. Each entry is correlated with its previous entry using hash key. Each individual transaction is stored in a tree called merkle tree and the root of the tree is stored in block chain. The root can be continuously verified in order to ensure that the transactions associated with that root are not tampered. Block-chain has two types based on architecture: permissioned-less block-chain which does not require permissions to join/leave it such as bitcoin, permissioned, require users to obey set of rules in case of joining or leaving [30]. IOT sensitive data can be stored on block-chain which will provide it confidentiality and integrity due to its
distributive architecture. Block-chain uses 256-bit hash keys for the data to be stored rather than data itself. The data are stored on cloud then while retrieval, can be mapped to hash keys for verification. Block-chain tried to resist spoofing attacks by providing a strong mechanism for devices to identify and authenticate each other which in turn forbid injection of malicious nodes or users. Moreover, block-chain uses public private keys in communication which means no unauthorized access to data as it is encrypted by these keys. Therefore, block-chain provides a basis for IOT in terms of security.

- **Fog Computing**: fog computing is an intermediate layer between IOT devices and cloud. Its main job is to handle IOT data early before sending them to cloud in order to take rapid decisions as shown in fig. 4. Fog computing has two types: fog device architecture which responsible for both storing and processing data no need for cloud while fog-cloud device which fog is responsible on for processing and taking simple decisions while storage will be in cloud as well as complex decisions [31]. As being secured intermediate layer, all requests must pass through it which in turn overcome a lot of attacks, man in the middle, data transit, and eavesdropping attack by securing communication channels and tries to protect edge devices from compromising in order not to be a weak entry point for system. Moreover, it provides ways of revealing suspicious data or requests which overcome DDOS/DOS attack in order not to take wrong decisions.

- **Edge Computing [32]**: is considered as an extension to cloud computing capability. The edge node is a small server which is deployed on IOT network in order to take rapid decisions instead of consulting cloud. Edge nodes must be deployed closely to IOT devices in order to provide fast response time and minimize bandwidth usage [33] as shown in fig. 5. Edge computing tries to overcome a lot of security attacks by moving processing of critical data into edge nodes instead of cloud which in turn provide data privacy and minimize data being on transit which eliminating risks of data theft and breaches. Moreover, edge nodes tries to secure all its communications with gateways in order to overcome man in the middle attacks, data transit attack and tampering attack.
In this survey, an entry point for IoT and its security challenges are presented. IoT is considered present and future technology for nearly all industrial, agricultural, medical fields and even for people and their life. With the advances in IoT technology and increasing number of connected devices led to increase in sharing critical information which made IoT networks and their data main goal for many attackers. Therefore:

- Currently IoT architecture must be well revised and weak architecture in terms of security must be excluded.
- Currently IoT protocols must be revised and enhanced in terms of both performance, security and power consumption.
- Currently, fog devices are considered to be backbone of IoT networks, therefore, all attacks especially long term attacks on these devices must be solved for safety of critical information.
- All other attacks, especially attacks that targets IoT nodes (edges and things) as being constrained devices must be solved.

By following robust architecture and protocols in IoT and applying powerful security and privacy mechanisms, IoT will be future technology for the whole world.
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